At MLevel, we believe in the value of the learner and their ability to master their craft, and we’ve got the tools and analytics to make that mastery happen. We’ve seen a range of learning struggles that businesses face. Consider us your learning technology experts; let us help you make your people and business succeed and grow.

SHORT AND SWEET ACTIVITIES THAT MAKE AN IMPACT

MAKE NEW LESSONS AND EMBED CURRENT TRAINING

ANALYTICS THAT DRIVE ACTIONS

SECURE PLATFORM

JOB MASTERY IS POSSIBLE

We think of learning as continual. We call those steps the Three Pillars of Learning: knowledge transfer, reinforcement, assessment. With our platform and this 360° learning theory, other businesses have found success with:

- Approachable training for all types of employees.
- Onboarding time that’s cut down significantly-- less time off the floor.
- Product knowledge retention and a decrease in mistakes.
- Better understanding of the customer experience and expectation.
- Modules being completed quickly, making the most of downtime.
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